First in HVAC
At PGC, we don’t just provide Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
(HVAC & R) services; we deliver total comfort solutions.

Why PGC should be your first
choice for HVAC

Climate control is perhaps the single most important operating system in your business.

• Reduction in energy costs

that is too hot or too cold can also increase stress levels, decrease employee productivity

• Increase employee productivity
• No hassle computerized solutions
• Cost efficient alternatives for small businesses
• Workplace air quality analysis

Poorly implemented systems can increase your energy costs substantially. A workplace
and keep customers away. The HVAC system right for your business may be as simple
as a fan and a space heater or as sophisticated as computerized temperature controls.
Our operations and maintenance experts go to great lengths to ensure optimal comfort
levels in your workplace. We use professional tools to analyze indoor air quality,
implement changes to make your existing HVAC systems more energy-efficient, provide
you with information on the latest innovations and solutions, and install any new systems
if required.

For more information on HVAC services that PGC has to offer,
contact 1 800 PGC 8046 or visit us at www.pgcservice.com.

PGC - First in Facility Maintenance
Managing a workplace environment presents a broad range of constant challenges.
Equipment failure, wear and tear of facilities and operational problems all spell downtime that
your business simply cannot afford.

We have the capacity and
the capabilities to meet all
your needs.
Canada-wide network of
highly qualified, trained
professionals.
Available to you 24 hours a
day, seven days a week.
Customer-driven approach
to address each situation
individually.

At PGC, we understand that companies – no matter what their size – demand quick,
comprehensive solutions. And that is exactly what we deliver. From installations and repair
to heating and air-conditioning, from fire safety and certification to plumbing and electrical
services, we have the capacity and the capabilities to meet all your needs.

A network of professionals. We have a Canada-wide network of highly qualified,
trained professionals, who bring years of experience to the job. Technicians are assigned to
you based on the requirements of the project at hand, rather than a jack-of-all-trades approach
that could end up costing you dearly. Our depth of experience, dedication, reliability and
ability to tackle projects of any size has made PGC the network of choice for Canadian companies.

Round-the-clock service. PGC's technicians are available to you 24 hours a day,
seven days a week. A centralized dispatch system, the strength of our network and our
service-driven approach means we respond to your calls very quickly (a typical response
time within the Greater Toronto Area, for example, would be less than two hours).

Customer-driven approach. PGC professionals take a customer-driven approach to
address each situation individually. We work to restore operations intelligently so our
response is always prioritized to limit every potential impact to you and your business.

The companies we keep. Sometimes, a client list can speak far more eloquently
about the quality of service than mere words could. At PGC, we are proud that our customer
list* includes every size of company, from single-office businesses to multi-location operators
like Best Buy, Future Shop, The Source, Sobeys, Petro Canada via Demelis, Cineplex and
Dominion Warehousing.

Servicing every size of
company, from single-office
to multi-location operations.

Go on, try us out. We encourage you to make an appointment with us to visit our offices

1 800 PGC 8046
www.pgcservice.com

so you can see first hand how the PGC Process really works while delivering real results
everyday. From initial calls for assistance and deployment of technicians to equipment
monitoring and reporting, you'll see just how our proprietary programs and solutions can
benefit you.

* In association with our network of vendors. Used with permission.
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